Skin cancer is a disease characterized by the growth of uncontrolled skin cells, which can damage surrounding tissue and spread to other body parts. The purpose of this study was to facilitate early recognition of skin cancer by applying the first-order extraction method using 6 parameters i.e. contrast, variance, standard deviation, kurtosis, mean and smoothness, for feature extraction based on texture to obtain a good level of accuracy and classification methods using Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network (MLP NN). The results of diagnostic identification consist of 2 outputs, i.e. melanoma and not melanoma. From the research, accuracy measurements were obtained through 4 sets of test images using melanoma and nonmelanoma images and the results showed that the lowest level of accuracy was 81.81% and the highest level of accuracy was 85.71% so that the overall accuracy rate is 83.86%.
Introduction
Melanoma is a type of skin cancer that is quite serious, which until now cannot be handled perfectly so that it can cause death, disability and requires large medical costs. Image processing can be used to help diagnose skin cancer. Currently, dermatologists recognize skin cancer lesions using macroscopic and dermoscopic imaging techniques. Macroscopic is an imaging technique using an enlargement lens and light source, coupled with immersion fluid [1] . Meanwhile, the dermatoscopic technique is a noninvasive imaging technique using immersion oil. The images produced from the dermatoscopic technique provide a more detailed picture than the images produced from macroscopic techniques. Furthermore, a comparison of the segmentation method was reviewed for skin lesions, both in macroscopic and dermoscopic images found in [2] .
Detecting the image boundary of skin cancer is the initial stage and is very important for systems that support the diagnosis of skin diseases with the help of computers [3] . The accuracy of the diagnosis results is determined by the accuracy of the detection of the limits of skin cancer lesions. Early detection of skin cancer will facilitate handling and treatment based on the type of cancer suffered, so the possibility of healing is greater.
One way taken is a biopsy process. A biopsy is the removal of tissue for the body of a laboratory examination [4] , examination of the tissue aims to detect a suspected diagnosis or to determine the degree of malignancy of abnormal tissue. However, removal of tissue from the biopsy process also has risks such as infection or bleeding, so many people do not want to do it. This process also uses advanced and expensive technology, making it difficult to do in areas with inadequate facilities. In addition, the experience of dermatologists shows the difficulty of distinguishing melanoma from other pigmented lesions on the skin, such as typical and non-malicious (which is harmless) [5] .
Accordingly, it motivates the authors to examine how to diagnose melanoma automatically based on dermatoscopic color image interpretation using a computer, which can help dermatologists take analytical decision steps in detecting wound margins and classification of various types of injuries. Therefore, the authors tried to apply first-order extraction methods to extract based on skin color texture and to detect skin cancer using the Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network classification method to design a system that can detect wounds whether melanoma skin cancer or non-melanoma skin cancer.
Methodology and Related Work

Grayscale
Gray-scaling is a technique used to extract image rough (RGB) by converting the RGB-formatted image into a Grayscale format [6] . With this conversion, the matrix of the previous image will change to one matrix. Grayscale images are stored in the 8-bit format for each sample pixel, allowing as many as 256 intensities. This format is very helpful in programming because there is not too much bit manipulation.
Fuzzy Possibility
Preprocessing for image quality improvement using Possibility Distribution Algorithm [7] , aiming to improve image quality using a fuzzy logic approach using 5 parameters, i.e. α, β1, γ, β2 and max. The purpose of using the possibility distribution algorithm in improving image quality is to decrease gray pixel level, which has a gray value between β1 and β2. Fuzzy rules and stage of the possibility distribution algorithm used to perform image contrast enhancement refer to [7] .
Image Threshold
In general, the threshold is the grayscale image process to produce a binary image, mathematically using the equation refer to [8] . The purpose of the Otsu Threshold algorithm [8] , is to segment the image by differentiating it into two classes, the background (value set to 0) and the object (value set to 1) using a certain level as a delimiter. The steps taken to conduct the Otsu threshold in this study refers to [7] .
Statistical Feature Extraction
The study used statistical methods that use the statistical calculation of the gray degree distribution (histogram) by measuring the contrast, granularity, and roughness of a region of the inter-pixel interconnection within the image. This statistical paradigm uses unlimited, making it suitable for unstructured natural textures of sub-patterns and set rules (microstructures).
First-order Feature Extraction
First-order characteristic extraction is a characteristic retrieval method based on the histogram characteristic of the image. The histogram shows the probability of occurrence of the pixel gray degree value in an image. From the values on the resulting histogram, it can be calculated with some firstorder characteristic parameters, including mean, skewness, variance, kurtosis and an entropy. 
Results and Discussion
System Design
Skin cancer detection program using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with input data in the form of dermatoscopic color images. This program is expected to help in detecting melanoma early. Stages of system design as follows: 1. Selecting Input Image, the first process in this software is to select an input image in the form of dermatoscopic color imagery,
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Figure 3. Improved image quality with Possibility Distribution Algorithm
The Possibility Distribution algorithm aims to improve image quality using the fuzzy logic approach using 5 parameters, i.e. α, β1, γ, β2 and max. From the parameters needed, α represents the minimum value of distribution, γ represents the average value of distribution and max represents the maximum value of distribution. The fuzzy transformation function to get the overall value is defined (α = min, β1 = (α + γ) / 2, γ = mean, β2 = (max + γ) / 2, max = max). The possibility distribution algorithm process in Figure 3 with the following stages: 1.
Step-1: Parameter Initialization Set β1 = (min + mean) / 2 Set β2 = (max + mean) / 2 2.
Step-2: Fuzzification For all pixels
Step-4: Defuzzification For all pixels (i, j) in the image quality image (i, j) = fuzzydata2 (i, j) * data (i, j) 4. Segmentation with the threshold method to separate the object from the background. The thresholding process of grayscale images in figure 4 , aims to produce binary images, mathematically can be written as follows:
With g (x, y) is a binary image of the grayscale image f (x, y), and T states the threshold value of the T value is determined using the global thresholding method and local thresholding. The Otsu Thresholding algorithm segments images by distinguishing them into two classes, namely the background (value set to 0) and object (value set to 1) using a certain level as a delimiter. 5. Feature-based extraction using the first-order feature extraction method.
The process of taking characteristics based on the characteristics of the image histogram. The histogram shows the probability of the occurrence of the value of the gray degree of pixels in an image. From the values in the resulting histogram, we can calculate several first-order characteristic parameters, including contrast, variance, standard deviation, kurtosis, mean and smoothness: 6. Image classification with Artificial Neural Network.
This process uses the Back Propagation ANN learning algorithm, the stages: 1. Initialize weights, which can be done randomly. 
Calculation of activation values, each neuron calculates the activation value of the input it
receives. In the input layer the activation value is an identity function. In the hidden layer and output the activation value is calculated through the activation function. 3. Weight adjustment, weight adjustment is influenced by the magnitude of the error value of the target output and the current value of the network output. 4. Iterations will continue until certain minimum error criteria are met. From the test results, obtained the decision whether the image input including melanoma or not melanoma. 7. Its final result is skin cancer type diagnosis of the input as melanoma skin cancer or non-melanoma skin cancer.
Image Feature Extraction Stage
At feature extraction step of non-melanoma and melanoma image, based on texture with first-order feature extraction method using 6 parameters i.e. contrast, variance, standard deviation, kurtosis, mean and smoothness. The figure 5 and table 1 represent a summary of the value of the first-order feature extraction parameter. If it is far from the main diagonal, the contrast value is large. In visualization, the value of the contrast value is the measure of variation between the gray degrees of the image area is stated by the following equation (1): (1) The Variance (σ 2 ) shows the variation of elements in the histogram of an image using the equation (2):
Standard Deviation is used to measure the contrast average of the image intensity using the equation (3):
Kurtosis (σ4) shows the level of the relative curve of the histogram curve of the Image is stated as equation (4):
Mean value (µ) shows the dispersion size of an image. The f n is a gray intensity value and the p(f n ) shows the value of the histogram (probability of occurrence of that intensity in the image) through the equation (5): (5) and the Smoothness is used to measure the relative smoothness of the image intensity. R-value = 0 for images with a constant intensity and the value of R is close to 1 for images with scattered intensity, is stated by the equation (6):
The parameter values of first-order feature extraction in Table 1 , is obtained by implementation of the equation (1)- (6) be depicted by a diagram in the figure 5 follow: Figure 5 . The value of the first-order feature extraction parameter
Identification Stages
The identification phase is carried out by training, testing and system performance. The training images used were 23 images, consisting of 8 non-melanoma images and 15 melanoma images. The classification process in the system for detecting melanoma skin cancer is described in figure 6 . 
Identification of Artificial Neural Networks
After the system is trained, then the test image is tested with 4 sets of tests with a combination of training images and test images, is presented in table 2. 
83.86
Based on the test that has been done with 4 times the test set obtained the accuracy rate of testing of non-melanoma image and melanoma image obtained the lowest accuracy rate is 81.81% and the highest accuracy rate is 85.71% so that the overall accuracy rate is 83.86%.
Conclusion
From the results of the study, it was concluded that in the skin cancer detection system is used the texture-based feature extraction by first-order feature extraction using 6 parameters i.e. contrast, variance, standard deviation, kurtosis, mean and smoothness, so that the right classification method is needed. The classification process with ANN takes measurements of accuracy rate for test images with four sets of tests in obtaining accuracy for non-melanoma images. The training images used were 23 images, consisting of 8 non-melanoma images and 15 melanoma images. The images of melanoma obtained the lowest accuracy rate is 81.81% and the highest accuracy rate is 85.71% so that overall is obtained average accuracy rate is 83.86%. Based on the tests conducted, the level of accuracy is still far from expected. For the development of further research, you should use a sample of data with more and varied amounts. This can be used as a comparison to produce better accuracy and to improve image quality can use other methods to produce better accuracy.
